Abstract. Secondary structure folding pathways correspond to the execution of DNA programs such as DNA strand displacement systems. It is helpful to understand the full diversity of features that such pathways can have, when designing novel folding pathways. In this work, we show that properties of folding pathways over a 2-base strand (a strand with either A and T, or C and G, but not all four bases) may be quite different than those over a 4-base alphabet. Our main result is that, for a simple energy model in which each base pair contributes −1, 2-base sequences of length n always have a folding pathway of length O(n 3 ) with energy barrier at most 2. We provide an efficient algorithm for constructing such a pathway. In contrast, it is unknown whether minimum energy barrier pathways for 4-base sequences can be found efficiently, and such pathways can have barrier Θ(n). We also present several results that show how folding pathways with temporary and/or repeated base pairs can have lower energy barrier than pathways without such base pairs.
Introduction
Nucleic acid folding pathways-sequences of structures visited by DNA and RNA molecules as they fold-are interesting because they influence the shape and thus function of key agents of cellular processes [4] . Folding pathways are also very interesting to DNA nanotechnologists and molecular programmers because they are the realization of DNA programs for the creation of nano-materials, robots, logic circuits, artificial neural networks and much more [10, 13, 14, 19, 20] .
Kinetics constrain nucleic acids to fold along pathways that tend to have low energy barriers. The energy barrier of a pathway, or simply the barrier, is the largest difference in free energy between any structure on the pathway and a subsequent structure. Specifically, if we are interested in folding pathways for a sequence s from an initial structure I to a final structure F, where I has minimum free energy (MFE), then the energy barrier is the largest difference in free energy between I and any other structure along the pathway. We refer to a folding pathway from I to F with minimum barrier (taken over all possible folding pathways) as a min-barrier pathway. Several methods for computationally predicting nucleic acid folding pathways rely on energy barrier estimation [3, 15] . Moreover, designed nucleic acid systems such as DNA strand displacement systems ensure that the desired folding pathways have low energy barriers, while undesired alternatives have high barriers.
Thus there has been substantial work on methods for finding folding pathways between two given structures of a DNA or RNA strand s and in particular, finding min-barrier pathways (or approximations to these) [3, 6] . These methods for computational prediction of folding pathways and energy barriers use reliable RNA or DNA thermodynamic and kinetic parameters [7] , and mostly focus on pseudoknot free structures.
However, it can be helpful to work with simpler energy models, e.g., when the goal is to understand the computational complexity of folding pathway or energy barrier estimation, or to gain coarse-grained qualitative information on the shape of RNA folding landscapes [1, 5, 12] . Morgan and Higgs [8] studied how the energy barriers of min-barrier pathways of pseudoknot-free structures scale with strand length, assuming a simple energy model in which each base pair contributes −1 to the free energy of a structure. Their work considered so-called direct folding pathways in which the only base pairs that can be added along the folding pathway from structure I to structure F are those in F − I and the only base pairs that can be removed are those in I − F. Thachuk et al. [17] showed that the direct energy barrier problem (Direct-EBP), namely to determine whether there is a direct folding pathway from I to F with barrier of at most k, is NP-complete. Because of an earlier result of Thachuk et al. [16] , the NP-completeness result holds whether or not the pathway can repeatedly remove and add back base pairs of I or F along the pathway.
The computational complexity of the more general energy barrier problem (EBP) remains open even for the simple energy model, where the EBP is to determine whether there is a possibly indirect pseudoknot-free folding pathway from I to F with barrier at most k. A pathway is indirect if so-called temporary and/or repeated base pairs can arise along the pathway, where a temporary base pair is one that is not in I or F but is in some other structure of the pathway, and a repeated base pair is one that is in some structure on the pathway (possibly the initial structure), then is removed and later added back again.
The main result of this paper is that there is indeed an efficient algorithm for the general energy barrier problem for sequences over a 2-base alphabet. For concreteness we state our result for sequences over the alphabet {A, U}, which we call AU-sequences. Our result shows that, for the simple energy model, not only is it possible to efficiently find a min-barrier pathway of length O(|s| 3 ) from any initial MFE structure to any final MFE structure for any AU-sequence s, but that this pathway will have barrier 2 if the number of U's equals the number of A's and will have barrier 1 if the number of U's is not equal to the number of A's. In contrast, the minimum energy barrier of a sequence over a 4-base alphabet may be proportional to the length of the sequence.
Our algorithm relies heavily on the assumption of the simple energy model, but variants of the techniques involved, which are relatively straightforward and intuitive, may be useful also for more realistic energy models. The proof of our main result builds on the fact that the minimum free energy pseudoknot free structure of any AU-sequence s has energy −q, where q is the lesser of the number of A's in s and the number of U's in s.
Our main result raises two further questions that we address in this paper. First, our algorithm yields indirect barrier-1 or barrier-2 pathways, specifically, pathways with temporary base pairs. Dotu et al. [3] observed that there exist strands over {A, C, G, U } whose min-barrier pathways are necessarily indirect. We strengthen Dotu et al.'s observation for the simple energy model, by showing that min-barrier pathways may also necessarily be indirect even for AUsequences. Specifically we show that for any k, there is a length-6k AU-sequence s, and minimum energy initial and final structures for s, such that any direct pathway from initial to final structure must have barrier at least k + 1, while there is a barrier-1 indirect pathway.
As noted above, it is not known whether there is an efficient (polynomialtime) algorithm for the EBP, for strands over {A,C,G,U}. It's conceivable that, because of the possibility that a min-barrier pathway must contain repeated base pairs, there exist infinitely many strands for which any min-barrier, indirect pathway from a given initial to a given target structure must have length that grows exponentially with the strand length. If this is the case, the EBP problem may be complete for PSPACE, a complexity class that is believed to include problems that are even harder than those in NP. Here we present the first example of a sequence s, initial structure I and final structure F such that the min-barrier pathway of pseudoknot-free structures has the property that base pairs which are in both I and F must be removed along the pathway, and then added back in again. This result for indirect pathways stands in contrast with the result of Thachuk et al. [16] that, for direct pathways, repeated base pairs are not necessary in min-barrier folding pathways.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces notation and a preliminary result. We present our main result, namely our efficient algorithm for finding min-barrier folding pathways for AU-sequences, in Section 3. Our examples that illustrate why indirect pathways can have lower min-barrier than direct pathways for AU-sequences, and why pathways with repeats can have lower min-barrier than pathways without repeats, are in Section 4. Most of the proofs are omitted, because of space limitations. We present conclusions and directions for further work in Section 5.
Notation
Here we first introduce notation to describe nucleic acid secondary structure and folding pathways, and present a useful result on the free energy of minimum free energy structures. For an RNA sequence s = s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n (i.e, string over {A, C, G, U}), a base pair is an unordered pair {i, j} where indices i and j are in the range [1, . . . , n], i = j, and the set of bases {s i , s j } is either {A, U } or {C, G}. (DNA is similar with T instead of U). A secondary structure S for s is a set of base pairs of s, such that no two intersect. Secondary structure is often represented as an arc diagram such as that in Fig. 1 (a) , in which each base pair is represented as an arc that connects two bases of sequence s. For this reason, we often refer to a base pair as an arc, and refer to its indices as endpoints. We only consider pseudoknot-free structures: these are structures in which no arcs cross in the arc diagram representation. Equivalently, if a structure is pseudoknot free, then for all {i, j} and {i , j } in the structure with i < j and i < j , it is not the case that i < i < j < j or i < i < j < j. Given a set S of arcs, a narrowest arc of S is an arc {i, j} of S for which |i − j| is minimal.
We use a simple energy model where each bond in a structure contributes -1 to the structure's free energy, and we denote the free energy of a structure P by E(P). A folding pathway, π, from structure I to structure F is a sequence of pseudoknot-free secondary structures π = P 0 , P 1 , ..., P m where I = P 0 and F = P m . Each structure in the sequence differs from the structure directly before it by the addition or removal of exactly one base pair. When the first structure I on a folding pathway π is a MFE structure (as is always the case in this paper), the energy barrier of π is max 1≤i≤m E(P 0 )−E(P i ). Sometimes, rather than listing a given folding pathway, we list instead its transformation sequence, which is the sequence of arcs that are added or removed to obtain successive structures of the folding pathway. When listing the arcs of a transformation sequence, we use the prefices "+" and "−" to indicate whether the arc is added or removed. For example, if I is the structure {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 } with three arcs, then the transformation sequence −a 1 , +a 4 , −a 2 , +a 1 corresponds to the folding pathway
A U-index of s is a number u in the range [1, . . . , |s|] such that the base at position u of sequence s is U. An A-index of s is defined similarly, with A replacing U. If p is an arc then A-index(p) and U-index(p) denote the endpoints of p that are an A-index and a U-index, respectively. We say that an index i is covered by an arc
. Similarly, we say that an arc p is covered by arc p if both endpoints of p are covered by p .
An arc p separates an index u from arc p if p = p and p either covers u or covers p but does not cover both. Arc p separates u from a set P of arcs if p ∈ P and p either covers u or all arcs in P , but not both.
For the simple energy model, the number of base pairs that could form in a secondary structure of an AU-sequence s is bounded by the minimum of the number of A's and the number of U's. Without loss of generality, suppose that s has at least as many U's as A's and let q be the number of A's. A simple stack-based algorithm can find a pseudoknot free structure with q base pairs in linear time: Claim 1 Let s be an AU-sequence with at least as many U's as A's, and let q be the number of A bases. There is a pseudoknot-free secondary structure S for s with q base pairs, and S can be generated in time O(|s|).
Low-barrier Pathways for AU-Sequences
In this section we show how to find a folding pathway with barrier at most 2 from an initial MFE structure I to a final MFE structure F of an AU-sequence s. We consider two cases in the following two subsections: first, where the number of U's of s equals the number of A's and second, where there are more U's than A's. The case where there are more A's than U's can be handled in a manner symmetric to the case where there are more U's than A's and we do not discuss it further here.
AU-Sequences with an Equal Number of A's and U's
In the first case, a simple algorithm works to find a pathway with barrier 2, namely our FindBarrier2Pathway, Algorithm 1. This and later algorithms maintain a current structure S curr which is initially set to I; the algorithm repeatedly removes and adds arcs to S curr until the structure F is reached, and the resulting sequence of structures forms the folding pathway. In this case, the algorithm adds the arcs of F to S curr in narrowest-first order. Before adding arc f nar , the two arcs of S curr that share an endpoint with f nar must first be removed; then f nar and one additional arc are added in order to avoid a barrier of more than 2. At the start of each iteration, F f rozen is the set of arcs of F that have already been added to S curr (these arcs are "frozen" in the sense that they will not be subsequently removed from S curr ). Claim 2 asserts that this can be done without introducing pseudoknots. We also note that if the number of U's is not equal to the number of A's, Algorithm 1 is not correct.
Claim 2
The pathway π produced by FindBarrier2Pathway (Algorithm 1) on input s, I, F is a valid barrier-2 pathway from I to F where no structure in the pathway contains pseudoknots. The pathway produced has length at most 4 times the number of arcs in an MFE structure of s.
AU-Sequences with More U's Than A's
If sequence s has more U's than A's, there is a barrier-1 pathway from MFE structure I to MFE structure F. Here we present our FindPathway algorithm, Algorithm 2, which constructs this pathway.
Starting with a current structure S curr that is set to the initial structure I, FindPathway repeatedly selects an arc f of F that is not in the current structure. For each f , it calls the ResolveConflicts algorithm, Algorithm 3, which updates the current structure via a barrier-1 pathway that removes any arcs that conflict with, i.e., form a pseudoknot with, f , while also ensuring that arcs of F that were added in earlier iterations-so-called frozen arcs-are not removed. Once ResolveConflicts is done, the FindPathways algorithm adds f to S curr and arc f is also frozen. As we show later, the order in which the arcs of F are added by FindPathway ensures that ResolveConflicts can proceed within barrier 1. 
We next describe the ResolveConflicts algorithm, while also introducing definitions that are used in the algorithm descriptions. These definitions are with respect to the inputs to ResolveConflicts, namely a "current" pseudoknot-free secondary structure S curr for s, a subset F f rozen -the frozen arcs of S curr , and an additional arc f of F that is not yet in S curr . Let conflict(f ) be the set of arcs of S curr that form a pseudoknot with f , except that the arc of S curr from the A-index endpoint of f is excluded.
ResolveConflicts repeatedly removes the arcs of conflict(f ), keeping the barrier low by "repairing" the A-indices of these conflicting arcs with other available U-indices. To do this, ResolveConflicts first identifies a set U of currently unpaired U-indices that can indirectly repair conflict(f ). A U-index u of s can indirectly repair conflict(f ) if u is unpaired in S curr and no arc of F f rozen ∪ {f } separates an index of U from conflict(f ). (If an arc p separates u from some arc of conflict(f ) then p must separate u from all arcs of conflict(f ).) It is the case (details omitted) that conflict(f ) is indeed repairable, that is, there is a set U of | conflict(f )| U-indices that can indirectly repair conflict(f ). However, it may not be possible for ResolveConflicts to simply remove an arc p from conflict(f ) and pair its A-index with a U-index of U without creating a pseudoknot. We say that an unpaired U-index u can directly repair an arc p if no arc of S curr ∪ {f } − {p} separates u from A-index(p). The inner while loop of ResolveConflicts finds a pathway that can "convert" an unpaired base u of U into an unpaired base that can directly repair an arc p of conflict(f ). The outer loop of ResolveConflicts then removes p and adds (A-index(p), u) to S curr , thereby reducing the number of arcs that conflict with f . ResolveConflicts ends once all conflicts are removed.
Claims 3 and 4 assert that the ResolveConflicts and FindPathway algorithms are correct, leading to our main result of this section, Theorem 1.
Algorithm 2 Find a valid barrier-1 folding pathway from initial structure I to final structure F, for a sequence s that has more U's than A's.
algorithm FindPathway(I, F , s)
Input: a sequence s ∈ {A,U} * , with more U's than A's an initial MFE pseudoknot-free structure I for s a final MFE pseudoknot-free structure F for s Output: a valid pseudoknot-free folding pathway π from I to F with barrier 1 Scurr = I; π ← empty pathway; F f rozen ← ∅ if in F , some U-index is unpaired and not covered by any arc then let U-chosen be any such U-index else let U-chosen be any U-index that is unpaired in F and is covered by a narrowest arc of F (among those arcs covering unpaired U-indices) end if while some arc of F − F f rozen does not cover U-chosen do let f be a narrowest such arc in F − F f rozen (S , π ) ← ResolveConflicts(s, Scurr, F f rozen , f ) append π to π; Scurr ← S remove the arc of Scurr containing A-index(f ) as an endpoint; π ← π, Scurr add f to Scurr; π ← π, Scurr; F f rozen ← F f rozen ∪ {f } end while// all arcs of F − F f rozen cover U-chosen while Scurr = F do let f be the widest arc in F − F f rozen (S , π ) ← ResolveConflicts(s, Scurr, F f rozen , f ) append π to π; Scurr ← S remove the arc of Scurr containing A-index(f ) as an endpoint; π ← π, Scurr add f to Scurr; π ← π, Scurr; F f rozen ← F f rozen ∪ {f } end while return π Procedure 3 Find a valid barrier-1 pathway from an input MFE structure S curr for sequence s to an updated MFE structure S curr for s, where the updated S curr contains all arcs in F f rozen , a subset of S, and such that conflict(f ) is empty.
procedure ResolveConflicts (s,Scurr,F f rozen , f ) Input: sequence s ∈ {A,U} * , with more U's than A's, MFE structure Scurr for s, F f rozen ⊂ Scurr and arc f ∈ F f rozen such that conflict(f ) is repairable Output: updated MFE structure Scurr for s such that F f rozen ⊆ Scurr and conflict(f ) is empty a valid barrier-1 pathway π from the input Scurr to the output Scurr π ← empty pathway let U be a set of | conflict(f )| U-indices that can indirectly repair conflict(f ) while | conflict(f )| > 0 do // create a U-index that can directly repair some arc of conflict(f ) select some u in U and remove u from U while u cannot directly repair any arc of conflict(f ) do let p be an arc that separates u from conflict(f ), such that u can directly repair p remove p from Scurr; π ← π, Scurr add {A-index(p), u} to Scurr; π ← π, Scurr u ← U-index(p) end while choose arc p ∈ conflict(f ) such that u can directly repair p remove p from Scurr; π ← π, Scurr add {A-index(p), u} to Scurr; π ← π, Scurr end while return (Scurr, π ) Claim 3 ResolveConflicts is correct, that is, produces an output with the properties specified at the top of the algorithm description, given an input with the properties specified at the top of the algorithm description. Claim 4 shows that FindPathway, Algorithm 2 finds a barrier-1 pathway when the AU-instance is such that the number of U's is greater than the number of A's ( and by swapping U's and A's in the algorithm works when the number of A's is greater than the number of U's). To bound the length of the pathway, we first need to bound the number of steps in ResolveConflicts, Algorithm 3 (which is called by FindPathway). Each iteration of the inner while loop of ResolveConflicts reduces the number of arcs that separate u from conflict(f ) by 1, and thus the number of iterations is O(|s|). Each iteration has O(1) steps and thus the total number of steps per iteration of the inner while loop, and the length of the pathway segment generated, is O(|s|). Each iteration of the outer while loop reduces the size of conflict(f ) by 1, using O(1) steps beyond those of the inner while loop. Therefore, the total number of steps of ResolveConflicts is O(|s| 2 ), and the total length of the pathway segment generated is also O(|s| 2 ). For each arc of F that is added to F f rozen , FindPathway calls ResolveConflicts once, and takes O(1) additional steps. Thus, the overall length of the pathway generated by FindPathway is O(|s| 3 ), and this also bounds the total number of steps taken by the algorithm (including calls to ResolveConflicts).
On Min-Barrier Pathways That Are Necessarily Indirect Pathways or Contain Repeat Base Pairs
Theorem 2. For any k, there is a length-6k AU-sequence with minimum energy initial and final structures such that any direct pathway from initial to final structure must have barrier at least k + 1, while there is a barrier-1 indirect pathway.
Proof. The length-6k AU-sequence is
where here X k is the letter X repeated k times. The initial and final structures are I = (
That is, I has two disjoint hairpin-forming stems that we refer to as the left and right stems, while F has one stem nested in another; we refer to these as the inner and outer stems. Note also that the set of A-indices of I's left stem equals the set of A-indices of F's outer stem, and the set of A-indices of I's right stem equals the set of A-indices of F's inner stem. Figure 1 illustrates the sequence and initial and final structures for k = 3. We first show that any direct pathway must have barrier at least k + 1. Let P = p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p |P | be a direct pathway from I to F. Let a be the first arc of F that appears in a structure of pathway P , say structure p i . By definition of a direct pathway, the only arcs that can be in p i−1 are either arcs from I or F. However, since a is the first arc of F to appear in a structure of P , with a appearing first in p i , p i−1 contains no arc of F. If a is in the outer stem of F, then p i−1 also contains none of the k arcs from the right stem of I; otherwise such arcs would cause a pseudoknot with a in p i . Furthermore, at least one arc from the left stem of I, namely the arc that shares an endpoint with a, is not in p i−1 . Therefore at most k − 1 arcs of P are in p i−1 ; since I and F have 2k arcs, p i−1 causes the barrier of the path to be k + 1. A similar argument shows that if a is in the inner stem of F, then p i−1 also contains at most k − 1 arcs and thus the barrier is k + 1.
Next we show that there is an indirect, barrier-1 pathway from I to F. The pathway has several stages. First, the right stem of I is replaced by a narrower stem to obtain the structure (
k . This can be done via a barrier-1 pathway in which the arcs of I's right stem are replaced by narrower arcs, in narrowest-first order. Then, the left stem of I can be replaced by a stem that spans from the leftmost A's to the rightmost U's of the sequence, via a barrier-1 pathway, thereby reaching current structure (
k Then replace the inner stem of the current structure with the inner stem of F. Finally, replace the wide stem of the current structure with the outer stem of F.
Theorem 3.
There exists an AU-sequence s, with corresponding initial structure I and final structure F where there is an indirect pathway with repeats with a lower energy barrier than the energy barrier than that of any direct pathway.
Proof. Consider the sequence and structures I and F of Fig. 2 .
2. An initial structure I = {a1, a2, a3, a4} (top) and a final structure F = {a1, a2, b1, b2} (bottom) for sequence AAUUUAUAU, such that there is no barrier-1 pathway without repeats from I to F . Additional dashed arcs are required for a barrier-1 pathway.
We first consider possible barrier-1 pathways without repeats from structure I. Note that since a 1 and a 2 are in F that in any pathway without repeats they cannot be removed as re-adding either of them would cause a repeat. So we move onto adding b 1 and b 2 without introducing a repeat, and to add either requires first removing both a 3 and a 4 , which means that any pathway that does not allow repeats must be barrier-2.
So, we are left to demonstrate that there exists a barrier-1 pathway from I that contains repeats. We will need to add the dashed arcs in Fig. 2 , so of the two nested dashed arcs, let's denote the narrower one by t 1 and the wider one by t 2 , and the remaining dashed arc shall be t 3 .
The following transformation sequence is barrier-1, and requires a 1 and a 2 to repeat; as an arc is added immediately after every arc that is removed, we have a barrier-1 pathway. 2 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, for sequences over two bases, we show how to efficiently find minbarrier, pseudoknot-free pathways from initial to final MFE structures, for an energy model that assigns "-1" to each base pair (Theorem 1). In contrast, the computational complexity of finding such min-barrier pathways for sequences over four bases is unknown, and the problem may well be computationally intractable. We also show that min-barrier pathways for sequences over two bases may necessarily be indirect, i.e., involve base pairs that are neither in the initial nor final structures, and that direct pathways for such sequences may have a minimum energy barrier that is proportional to the length of the sequence (Theorem 2). Thirdly, we show that a weak form of arc repetition may be necessary in a min-barrier pathway (Theorem 3).
There are several ways in which our results could be improved. Our algorithm yields a O(n 3 ) bound on the length of a barrier-1 pathway between two MFE structures of a length-n AU-sequence. We expect that this can be reduced, by carefully choosing the order in which u's are chosen from U in the while loop of the ResolveConflicts algorithm, the order in which conflicts are repaired, and perhaps also the order in which arcs are added to F f rozen . Can the pathway length be reduced to O(n)? Another question is whether the problem of finding min-barrier, direct, pseudoknot-free pathways has an efficient algorithm (recall that for 4-base sequences, the problem is NP-hard [17] ).
A significant limitation of our results is that the simple energy model ignores critical aspects of real RNA thermodynamics, such as base stacking energies, the energy costs of helix formation and loops, and the fact that hairpin loops have at least three unpaired nucleotides between their innermost paired bases. Another concern is that the model ignores pseudoknots, particularly given that pseudoknots may occur in intermediate structures along a folding pathway to a native structure, even if there is no pseudoknot in the native structure [18] . A first step forward in improving the model would be to have an energy of "-1" per stacked pair. It may be feasible to provide proofs as to whether, for this model, the energy barrier for sequences over two bases is bounded. NP-hardness of the energy barrier problem for the stacked pair model, for either two-base or four-base sequences, would suggest that molecular programs could perhaps be encoded within a DNA or RNA strand; the program could be executed via the strand's folding pathway, with the number of steps being exponential in the strand length. Alternatively, an efficient algorithm might indicate limits to the potential for long computations with a single nucleic acid strand, but could be useful in practice for finding folding pathways.
Given that it will likely be difficult to prove rigorous results for more realistic energy models, empirical computational studies could be very useful in elucidating whether the contrasting properties of two-base and four-base folding pathways described in this paper reflect the properties of two-base versus fourbase sequences with respect to realistic energy models. The following questions could fruitfully be investigated empirically. Are there significant differences in min-energy barriers of pathways between low-energy structures of random versus biological sequences? Of two-base and four-base sequences? In particular, is the the min-energy barrier of any two-base sequence bounded by a constant that is independent of the sequence length? Are two-base sequences more likely to quickly fold to their MFE structures, compared with four-base sequences? Or alternatively, is it possible to design a two-base sequence with a kinetic trap that causes the sequence to fold slowly to its MFE state? Insights on questions such as these may be relevant to a hypothesis that in the early history of life, a precursor to RNA contained only two nucleotides [2, 9] . Are there examples of biological molecules that follow indirect folding pathways, or which repeatedly add and remove base pairs or stems (rather than following shorter, possibly higher-barrier pathways)? We plan to study these questions using available software tools for folding pathway and energy barrier prediction.
